
Would changes in consensus
expectations Exceed my materiality
threshold if this factor were to occur
during my investment time horizon?

NoYes

Is there a high Probability
this factor will become

much more certain to occur
during my investment time

horizon?

Yes No

Am I good at
forecasting this factor

and its catalyst?

Yes No

Minimize
research time
on factors that

cannot be
forecast (e.g.

economy,
commodity

prices)

Will Consensus be
poor at accurately

forecasting (or
spotting) this factor?

Yes No

Likely critical factor
that will generate
alpha if forecast

correctly

Minimize research time
on factors that are

already understood by
the market

Could I forecast this
better than

consensus with
additional
research?

Yes No

Weigh the cost vs.
benefit of

spending more
research time on

the factor

Can it be quantified
on the financial

statements?

Not
Sure

Yes, or
maybe No

Is the factor likely to
cause EPS or CFPS

to exceed my
materiality
threshold?

Identify potential
impact zone on

financial statements

Identify how the
factor would change

the volatility of
future earnings or

cash flow

Cause a change in
management that

would result in
stock moving by

more than my
threshold?

Cause enough
change to the risk
profile or volatility

of the stock to
move the stock

beyond my
materiality
threshold?

Identify the premium
or discount currently

in the stock's
valuation for

existing
management talent,

compared to its
peers

Not
Sure YesNo

Not
Sure YesNo

Determine if it has any
of these impacts that

cannot be quantified on
the financial statements

Is the factor likely
to cause the stock
to move beyond
my materiality

threshold?

Minimize research on
factors not material or

not likely to occur during
your investment time

horizon. Exploit if market
over-reacts to the

"non-factor"

You are exposed to a
new piece of

information that could
impact a stock within

your assigned
universe

Compute a "Quick Check"
to determine how much the

financial metric(s) would
need to change to approach
your "materiality" threshold

Cause a change in
the likelihood the

company is
acquired?

Identify historical
acquisition

premiums for the
sector

Returns or
capital levels

required to run
the business

Shares
outstanding

Costs
(including
borrowing

costs and tax
rate)

Pricing

Unit volume or
transactions
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